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Davico initiative. An effort to encourage women to apply
for positions with in the automotive and manufacturing
industries.
Often it’s intimidating and many women are
misinformed into believing it’s a male dominated
industry. Once that may have been true but it is no
longer the case.
cont'd p.2
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Women of davico
cnt'd...
Today we find more and more women have become
integral parts of many automotive companies.
Davico MFG wants to give these ladies with
important skills an opportunity to thrive and grow.
Our Customer Service team as well as our back
accounting office is almost entirely 100% women.
The welding department has 5 ladies welding
catalytic converters daily.
We’d like to invite anyone who thinks they might be
a good fit to apply.
HOW TO APPLY!
Applying for a position at Davico is easy,
you can go on to the Indeed website
and search in the “what” & “where” fields as “Davico” & “New Bedford”
Or you can come in and fill out an application in person.
Thank you!

Machine shop
expands once again
Robotics help stream line the manufacturing
process. They aid in creating leaner practices
which leads to increased out put, higher quality
and more efficient cycles.
Here Davico is show casing it’s newest
additions. Owner Ray Surprenant sat down
with us to explain each machine and its use
within the converter manufacturing process.
cont'd p.3
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Machine Shop Cont'd...
The new machines will be featured on
our social media accounts such as
FaceBook and Instagram over the new
few weeks.
We will be posting individual machines
every week with video and a brief
explanation on what they do and how
they benefit our production.
Please follow, like or subscribe so you
can get first hand updates such as
Machine Monday's and Tech Tip
Tuesdays.
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Above: Owner Ray
Surprenant
Pictured below: Shipping
Employee, Manny, is shown
how to operate the new
barcode scanners
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Fresh and ready for
the show seaon
As Covid-19 starts to ebb to an end and
things are returning to what we are
accepting as normal, we can start to think
about the up coming show season.
A new year means new products, new
business, and for us… a new booth!
Returning to the Aapex show we have
completely renovated our design
including new lighting.
Pictured right, two roll up banners for
the smaller shows and conventions with
a redesigned lay out.

Come visit us at the start of
November in Las Vegas!
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